Gene-specific silencing by expression of parallel complementary RNA in Escherichia coli.
Gene-specific silencing refers to a phenomenon in which expression of an individual gene can be specifically repressed by different mechanisms on the levels of transcription, RNA splicing, transport, degradation in nuclei or cytoplasm, or blocking of translation. In different species gene-specific silencing was observed by expression or injections of antiparallel double-stranded RNA formed by a fragment of mRNA and antisense RNA. Here we show a potent and specific gene silencing in bacteria by expression of RNA, that is complementary in a parallel orientation to Escherichia coli lon mRNA. Moreover, the expression of parallel RNA is more effective at producing interference than expression of antisense RNA corresponding to the same mRNA region. Both effects of interference mediated either by parallel RNA or antiparallel RNA gradually decrease up to the 40th generation. Together with in vitro nuclease protection studies these results indicate that a parallel RNA duplex might be formed in vivo and both types of duplexes, antiparallel or parallel, can induce gene-specific silencing by similar mechanisms.